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FOREWORD
Hands Down, Speak Out: Teaching to Maximize
Development (and Possibly Save the World)
Peter H. Johnston
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nowing how to build ideas together, to disagree civilly and productively,
and to collaboratively solve problems is the foundation of civilization.
All advanced human accomplishments have been, directly or indirectly,
collaborative accomplishments mediated through language: higher mathematics,
modern medicine, cell phones, music, theater, and certainly democratic society
itself. Multiple minds working well together overcome the limitations of individual minds. When children know how to think together well, they can solve more
problems collaboratively than can groups who have not learned how to think
together (Mercer, Wegerif, and Dawes 1999). But that’s not all. As they become
more capable as a group, the individuals in the group become more capable than
students who have not learned how to think together. This, alone, should place
the ability to think together at the center of school curricula. It would also be
sufficient reason to put Hands Down, Speak Out at the top of teachers’ and administrators’ reading lists, though there are many more reasons to do so.
Without knowing it, I have been waiting for this book. Engagingly written,
thoroughly practical, and consistent with a large body of research, Hands Down,
Speak Out is a systematic and responsive approach to maximizing children’s ability to think together. I say systematic because the authors’ practice is organized
to strategically build from entry-level skills and understandings to more complex ones. At the same time, it is responsive because Christy and Kassia make it
clear that the array of well-structured “micro-lessons” they provide should not
simply be delivered in sequence. Rather, they recognize that different groups of
children have different chemistries, bringing different individual and collective
understandings, propensities, and relationships to classroom life. Consequently,
they will not encounter the need for particular lessons in the same order. With
concrete examples, Christy and Kassia show us how to recognize when particular
lessons are appropriate, what those lessons might look like, and how to improvise
in the immediate context.
Christy and Kassia make little distinction between thinking together in language arts and in mathematics. As they point out, categorizing knowledge in these
ways has its limitations: becoming critically literate requires an understanding of
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math. Indeed, if they had written a longer book, they could have included other
categories of knowledge such as science and social studies and still have been
consistent with research. The interleaving of math and language arts examples is
particularly useful because it helps us to more easily generalize the principles and
practices they offer.
Although advanced human accomplishments depend on the skills, understandings, and propensities described in this book, there are even stronger reasons for teachers to read it. Vygotsky (1978) taught us that individual minds
are created in the process of thinking and acting together with others. Indeed,
the kind of conversations described in this book result in considerable individual intellectual development, including not only better reading comprehension
(Rojas-Drummond et al. 2014) and better understanding in science and math
(Mercer and Sams 2008), but also better abstract reasoning and creative thinking (Mercer, Wegerif, and Dawes 1999; Wegerif 2005). Children who experience
these conversations also become more persuasive, partly because they are more
likely to provide evidence and reasons for their perspective (Latawiec et al. 2016).
Although these intellectual benefits are well documented, it would be a mistake to assume that intellectual activity is merely about academic achievement
and reasoning. Children who experience Hands-Down Conversations become
more expressive and willing to speak in public (Trickey and Topping 2004) with
increased confidence (Trickey and Topping 2006). Intellectual activity is not separate from the emotions and relationships that color, motivate, and enable it. In
my own work with colleagues, we find that as children engage in conversations
taking different perspectives, they become more understanding, develop better
relationships, have stronger moral reasoning, and acquire a better understanding
of both themselves and others (Ivey and Johnston 2013, Johnston et al., 2020).
Indeed, I often wonder how many future marriages and friendships these teachers
save as they teach children how to think and solve problems together, engaging
their partners’ perspectives.
It is no exaggeration to say that human development, both collective and
individual, is made possible by the qualities of our collaborative intellectual practices. In fact, I sometimes wonder how the world will survive if children do not
experience the sort of teaching presented in this book.
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A Brief Introduction
to Hands-Down
Conversations, the
Authors, and Coconuts
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ne afternoon, years ago, Kassia ducked into Christy’s first-grade classroom to borrow some masking tape. As Kassia entered the classroom,
she noticed Christy and her first graders sitting together in a circle, with a
coconut, a hammer, and a screwdriver in the middle of their meeting area.
“So, what are you thinking about this coconut?” asked Christy.
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“What’s gonna be in there when we cut it open?” called out an eager student.
“Hmm . . . that’s an interesting question. Let’s ask our Turn and Talk partners
that question and see what we’re thinking,” Christy prompted.
The classroom burst into immediate debate. The coconut would be filled with
rainwater. The coconut would be filled with milk, but not cow milk. The coconut
would be empty, because it makes a hollow sound when you tap on it. The coconut
would be filled with millions and millions of tiny ants.
Kassia’s search for the masking tape was forgotten. She stood inside Christy’s
classroom, totally captivated by the coconut conversation. Christy knelt beside the
Turn and Talk partnerships, listening to her students’ ideas, jotting a few notes, and
gently prompting them on how to engage with and respond to each other’s ideas.
“It’s the milk inside there,” said Angeli, confidently. Carl, her partner, rubbed his
shoelaces back and forth across the rug, seeming unsure of what to say or do next.
“You can keep the talk going by asking your partner a question like ‘Why do
you think that?’” Christy whispered to Carl.
“Oh yeah! Why do you think that?” asked Carl, looking up at his partner,
relieved and curious.
“My mom buys coconut milk at the store. So, maybe they do the cutting up
the coconut at the store, and then pour it in the bottle for you to buy the milk.”
A lot of details surrounding this story have been lost in the subsequent years
since Kassia came to borrow masking tape and stayed for the coconut. Namely,
what in the world were Christy and her class doing with that coconut in the first
place? Did they actually ever get it open? And were there a million ants inside?
Neither of us remembers.
But what we do remember is that our shared interest in classroom discourse
across literacy, math, and sometimes coconuts grew out of tiny moments like this
one, in which we slowed down to really listen deeply to how children talk with
and listen to each other. It is through this kind of intentional listening to both the
content of children’s ideas and the ways in which they communicate these ideas
that we began to develop the questions that drive this book:

• How can we create communities in which talk is a vehicle for

students to build identities as readers, writers, and mathematicians?

• How do we create talk communities that are accessible to everyone,
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especially those whose voices have traditionally been left out of
classroom discourse?

• How can we make space for students’ ideas to lead the conversation
and also meet our instructional goals?

• How can we value the interconnected roles of speaker and listener?
• How can we, as teachers, facilitate classroom conversations without
taking over the thinking?
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This is a book about what it means to live these questions on a daily basis.
And while this book focuses on Hands-Down Conversations as a powerful tool
for doing this work, it is really a book about transforming classroom communities
through discourse and empowering students to transform the world beyond the
classroom with their words and their actions.

So, What’s a Hands-Down Conversation?
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Hands-Down Conversations are, most simply put, conversations that flow among
students without the use of hand-raising, and in which the teacher is not the
primary speaker. The structure of a Hands-Down Conversation is intentionally
simple and predictable so that the real work of the conversation is focused on
constructing meaning, not on following a set of complicated rules.
In Hands-Down Conversations students gather in a circle facing one another.
The teacher sits just outside the circle, listening deeply, taking notes, and sometimes entering the conversation briefly to facilitate.
There are three basic guidelines for Hands-Down Conversations:
1. No hands. Listen for the space to slide your voice into the conversation.
2. One voice at a time (more or less!).
3. Listen closely to everyone’s ideas.
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Hands-Down Conversations are designed to deepen the level of classroom
discourse by creating conditions in which students take on greater ownership
and have more decision-making power in conversation. The students’ ideas
lead the conversation. And yet, while the teacher’s voice is much less present in

Percentage of U.S. Adults Who Smoke Cigarettes, 1944–2012
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Have you, yourself, smoked any cigarettes in the past week? (% yes shown)

Figure I.1 Fifth-grade students analyze a graph about cigarette smoking.

SECTION I

A Brief Introduction to Hands-Down Conversations, the Authors, and Coconuts
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Hands-Down Conversations than in traditional classroom discourse, the role of
the teacher in facilitating the meaning-making remains critical.
Let’s take a peek into two classrooms to get a feel for the kind of talk happening in Hands-Down Conversations.

Brandon: But where did this graph come from?
Marta: Probably from the Internet, right?
Brandon: Yeah, but I mean, like who made it?

Ed

It’s November. Students in Yolanda Corado Cendejas’s fifth-grade class are gathered in their
meeting area, analyzing a line graph about cigarette smoking in the United States. The students spend a few minutes noticing and wondering about the parts of the graph. What do those
numbers on the x-axis and y-axis mean? What does that title tell us this graph is about? What
does the shape of the line indicate is happening with cigarette smoking over time? There’s a
pause in the conversation, and then Brandon asks a question.
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Alexa: I think maybe a doctor made it. Like maybe a doctor is trying to

show her patients that smoking is really bad for you. It can turn your
lungs black and you can die.

Gabriela: Yeah, but we said that smoking is going down. See, that line is

w

bumpy but it goes down from forty-one to twenty. So not that many
people are smoking.

Isaac: But it’s not zero. Some people are still smoking every week, and

ro

maybe the doctor is trying to get that line down to zero. Twenty
percent is still some people.
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Alison: The doctor is trying to show people this graph he made and tell

H

them that other people are stopping smoking and you should too.

It’s March. Christy has just read the book Something Beautiful, by Sharon Dennis
Wyeth (2002), to Steve Miner’s second graders. The book tells the story of a little girl
who is looking for “something beautiful” in her neighborhood but isn’t sure she can find
it. She asks several neighbors what is beautiful in their lives, and they show her: a baby’s
smile, a pair of new shoes, an array of fresh produce, a jump-rope routine. The girl
returns home and is told by her mother that she is the beauty in her mother’s life.
After listening to Christy’s read-aloud of Something Beautiful, the students begin
to discuss what they think beauty is.

Byner: I think beautiful means like something that you really like and
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really want and it makes you feel really good.

Lionel: Yeah, ’cause the meaning of beautiful is not the way something
looks, it’s what you make with your heart.
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Hands-Down Conversations
As educators we are politicians; we engage in politics when we
educate. And if we dream about democracy, let us fight, day and
night, for a school in which we talk to and with learners so that,

w

hearing them, we can be heard by them as well.
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—Paulo Freire, Teachers as Cultural Workers
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Setting the Stage for a New Kind of Discourse
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As mothers of preschoolers, we are deeply familiar with many episodes of Sesame
Street. As teachers, we are particularly interested in the segments that are designed
to orient young children to the norms of school. In one particular musical vignette,
entitled “Two Different Worlds,” singer Ed Sheeran croons along with Sesame Street
characters Elmo, Cookie Monster, Grover, and Abby about the differences between
our school and home worlds.
I live in two different worlds like lots of other boys and girls. One’s at home with my
family. The other’s school where I learn all I can be. I live in two different worlds.
At home, I can speak whenever I please. I can talk real loud and shoot the breeze.
School I raise my hand in the air when there’s something that I want to share.

A little YouTube research reveals that Sesame Street has produced at least five
other similar musical vignettes on the topic of hand-raising as a critical norm for
school. Norms like hand-raising are clearly a deeply ingrained part of classroom
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discourse. And that makes sense! Hand-raising can be a useful tool for facilitating
turn-taking among a large group of people. However, hand-raising can also be
part of a kind of classroom discourse that encourages compliance over agency
and answer-performing over constructing meaning. Too often, school discourse
ignores and devalues the home and community discourse skills all kids bring to
school. In order to make a shift to a classroom discourse that is inclusive and
empowering, we need some new tools.
Let’s take a look at the following exchange from a first-grade class that has just
finished reading A Chair for My Mother, by Vera B. Williams (1982):

Teacher: So, who has an idea about what Vera Williams was trying to
(Five children raise their hands; teacher chooses Jenice.)

Ed

say with this book? What was her message to us?

Jenice: I think she was saying you should save your money.

Teacher: Okay, good, so the main character needed to save money over
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time to buy something big. That’s true. But what else is the author
trying to say? What about the family? Christof?

Christof: Umm . . . She loved her family. Her mom.

Teacher: Mm-hmm, yes, so what is the author saying about that?

w

(Three children raise hands; teacher chooses Tomás.)

ro

Tomás: That loving families are important?
Teacher: Yes, families are important. Why was the family important in this
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book?

(Three children raise hands; teacher looks at Jenice and Tomás, who have already
talked, and decides to choose the new hand up, Marcus.)

Marcus: They had to work together.
Teacher: Yes! So we learn from this book that families have to work
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together. It’s like how we’ve learned in social studies about how
communities have to work together. Especially in hard times, right?
Just like when the family in this book had a fire.
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This conversation probably sounds like pretty typical classroom talk. In fact,
it sounds similar to many conversations we have had in our own classrooms and
to most of the conversations we had in the classrooms we grew up in as children.
However, despite and even because of our familiarity with this kind of conversation, it is important to slow down and recognize some troubling patterns within it.
This conversation, like much of classroom discourse, is characterized by the
pattern of Initiate-Respond-Evaluate (IRE), in which the teacher asks the whole
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